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Summary 

The insight provided by welllogs for the reservoir properties 

has been established beyond doubt. Often only standard logs 

are obtained to run routine calculations of porosity and 

saturation. Information about reservoir mineralogy and 

therefore effective geomechanical properties are generally 

missing because the well-logs required (e.g., Shear, PEF, 

Lithoscanner) for successful estimation of these properties are 

not acquired on routine basis. Additionally, when available, 

these logs are limited in their coverage of subsurface sections. 

Therefore, core plugs from the well or empirical correlations 

from analog settings are used to run the reservoir property 

analysis. However, such estimates and    their geological 

significance is rarely verified and accounted for. In this work, 

we propose a method to predict the missing/discontinuous 

shear log statistically and testify it by binding the predictions 

to lithology.  We also tackled the issue of core sample 

redundancy which is quite a challenge in selection of core 

sample for running rock property analysis. The predicted shear 

log values combined with other suitable logs are used to find 

lithofacie distribution in the reservoir section which 

constitutes our physical model. A sensitivity check is also 

made by using different combinations of logs for determining 

the statistical and physical models.  

 

Introduction 

 

The better understanding of the reservoir helps in optimizing 

its life time performance. It is of vital importance to predict 

the rock properties to estimate the future flow behavior of 

complex geological settings. Rock properties are traditionally 

estimated from the cuttings obtained during drilling as well as 

from the cores drilled out. However the samples collected 

from cuttings are lost sometimes and are generally not large 

enough to give precise prediction of porosity, permeability and 

other log properties (Serra & Abbott, 1982). Cores on the 

other hand give excellent measure of the rock properties. 

However, coring is a very expensive process and due to safety 

measures extensive coring cannot be done, thus resulting in 

discontinues cores. Well log data is continues and thus can be 

used to estimate the properties of the formations crossed by 

the well with greater accuracy and consistency. However 

certain well logs are not measured during wireline logging due 

to the high cost involved and often leave us wondering for a 

particular log type for a detailed analysis. Shear wave log 

(DTS) is one such type of log, the importance of which is 

significant in calculating the porosity along with various geo-

mechanical parameters. Due to its immense importance, 

various empirical relations have already been developed 

(Castagna et al. 1985). However, these relations tackle site 

specific challenges and are rarely bounding to lithology. The 

prediction of lithology within a well, is a complicated task as 

there are limited workflows in literature on how to obtain 

information about lithology using suitable combinations of 

logs. 
 

Thus, geo-statistical methods can be used to solve these 

problems by taking into consideration an acceptable range of 

accuracy and no requirement of new measurements (Akhundi, 

Ghafoori, & Lashkaripour, 2014). The connection between 

reservoir properties and well log data is made through 

“statistical based” and “physics based” approaches. The 

physics based approaches, also known as physical model, 

attempt to map the changes in log responses due to changes in 

rock properties. Here the key lies in the uniqueness and 

sensitivity of the solution. Statistical approach ties the rock 

properties to prediction values obtained by examining the data 

only. It would be reasonable to argue that a combination of 

strengths of both these methods would provide us the most 

accurate result (M. D. McCormack, W. A. Sandham & M 

Leggett, 2003). Thus, we present a research that tackles the 

problem of predicting DTS log using predictive analysis 

techniques (the statistical model) and bind our predictions 

independently to lithology (the physical model) using various 

geo-mechanical parameters such as Poisson’s Ratio, Bulk 

Modulus and Shear Modulus by avoiding double dipping to a 

maximum extent. The geomechanical parameters are obtained 

from the volumes of individual minerals by applying standard 

literature methods of determining effective moduli. The 

volumes of different minerals are computed by solving a 

convex optimization problem on a system of linear equation. 

A sensitivity check for the combination of logs used in DTS 

log prediction is also made by using the predicted log to 

determine the electrofacie based on the hierarchical clustering 

method  (Serra & Abbott, 1982). The electrofacie obtained are 

then compared to the lithofacie obtained by clustering the 

volumes of individual minerals.        
 

Theory and/or Method 

 

The study area is a carbonate reservoir consisting of various 

wells of which four wells with DTS log to build the statistical 

model. The data from three wells is used to train the 

supervised learning algorithms while the data from fourth well 

is used as validation set. The trained algorithm is used to 

predict DTS log in a test well which consist of Photoelectric 

(PEF) log in addition to the routine logs like gamma ray (GR), 

density (RHOB), neutron porosity (NPHI) and resistivity log 

(RT) that are used to build the physical model.   While dealing 

with multivariate data sets like well logs it is of great 

importance to realize the dependencies of variables on each 

other. Thus, the correlation coefficient plays a vital role as it 
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quantifies the relation between any two logs (Lim et al, 1997). 

The correlation test (figure 1) carried out showed that the 

dependency of DTS log lies primarily on compressional sonic 

wave log (DTP) and after that on RHOB log and then upon 

NPHI log. The correlation coefficient between GR log and 

DTS log is quiet low that could well be due to the low-

resolution of GR log (figure 2).  The RT log also has very low 

correlation coefficient suggesting non-linear dependency on 

DTS log (Akhundi, Ghafoori, & Lashkaripour, 2014).  

  

 
Figure 1: The correlation coefficients between different logs. 

 

 
Figure 2: GR Versus NPHI plot suggesting a low-resolution 

GR log. 

 

DTP, RHOB, NPHI and GR logs were then used to build 

multivariate statistical model demonstrating the dependency of 

DTS on other logs as shown in equation 1. RT log is avoided 

to remove non-linear dependencies. 

 

 DTS=a0 + a1DTP + a2RHOB + a3NPHI + a4GR………. (1)  

 

From the given suite of logs, we used 4 independent well logs 

like DTP, RHOB, NPHI and GR to build the statistical model 

above while we are left with just one independent PEF log to 

build the physical model. This clearly makes for an 

underdetermined problem. Since the objective is to make a 

physical model comprising of 4 components of the 

sedimentary reservoir systems (common minerals and fluids:  

quartz, clay, calcite and water), we clearly need more logs. We 

therefore used the set of three logs to predict DTS and used 

the remaining logs and the computed Vsh to build the physical 

model. But still the problem is underdetermined and thus one 

log from the statistical model is double dipped in the physical 

model. The sensitivity of the logs used to build the statistical 

and physical model is tested along with the sensitivity of the 

double dipping log.   

 

Regression Analysis is carried out having DTS as the 

dependent variable and DTP, RHOB, NPHI and GR as 

explanatory variables to justify the worthiness of all the 

explanatory variables that are to be used to make different sets 

of three variables. The significant F score (table 1) obtained is 

zero, suggesting that all the four logs can be used to build the 

statistical model (Draper, Norman R. and Harry S., 2014). 

However, sets of 3 logs are formed for predicting DTS value. 

The p- value for DTP log is very low (table 1) suggesting that 

the sets would always include DTP log while other logs are 

rotated either to predict DTS log or to build the physical 

model. 

 

Table 1: Regression Analysis: 

 
  

We used Gradient Boosting Regressor and Artificial Neural 

Network as the supervised learning algorithms to train the data 

set. Gradient Boosting (figure 3) (Zemel et. al, 2006) is an 

ensemble technique (Dietterich, 2000) where we add weak 

models to the ensemble orderly to create a strong model. 

 

 
Figure 3: Applying Gradient Boosting Regressor. 

 

Artificial Neural Network (figure 4 and 5) takes their very 

basic form from the human brain. The mathematical equation 

describing the implementation of Artificial Neural Network is 

𝑦(𝑥) =  𝑓(𝑤𝑚+1 ∑ 𝑤𝑗𝑥𝑗)
𝑚
𝑗=0 … (2),  
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where, the first coefficient is the bias term, wj are the weights 

that are multiplied to the input layer neuron denoted by xj 

having j features, f is the activation function which is 

generally sigmoid function or a hyperbolic tangent function 

and y(x) is the output layer for the input neurons (Cranganu, 

Breaban, & Luchian, 2015).  

 

 
 

Figure 4: Defining variables in Theano library for ANN. 

 
Figure 5: Applying Artificial Neural Network. 

 

The outputs of both the algorithms are compared thus 

suggesting a better one for the statistical model. The output is 

quantified by calculating Mean Absolute Percentage error for 

the validation set. The trained algorithms are then used to 

predict DTS log in a test well, which is used to compute 

Poisson’s ratio by using: 

 

 1 2⁄ (
𝐷𝑇𝑆

𝐷𝑇𝑃

2
− 2)/(

𝐷𝑇𝑆

𝐷𝑇𝑃

2
− 1) …. (3),   

 

The physical model is based on the motivation to evaluate the 

volumes of minerals for a four component system. The 

minerals included are illite, calcite, quartz and water 

suggesting clay, carbonate and siliciclastic lithology along 

with porosity. The physical model revolves around the idea 

that, neglecting environmental errors, the log response at each 

depth point is a combination of the log response of each 

mineral at that depth point. Thus, a system of linear equation 

is formed as shown:  

           … (4)  

              … (5)                                                                                                                            

                                                                                          … (6)                                                                                  

                                                                                          … (7) 

           …(8)  

 

Here Vmineral is the volume of the corresponding mineral, 

γ_mineral describes the shale response log for the corresponding 

mineral, similarly ρmineral, ψmineral, ζmineral, gives us the RHOB 

response, NPHI response and PEF response, for various 

minerals respectively. Thus, a system of linear equation is 

established from these six equations {equation (5)-equation 

(8)} constrained to equation (4) to predict the volumes of the 

minerals in the four component system. As volumes of four 

minerals are to be predicted we select four combinations of 

equations along with the constrain equation to form a set. 

While selecting the four equations corresponding to four log 

responses, for the physical model the repetition of the logs 

used in statistical model is avoided to a good extent to reduce 

the double dipping in the error being propagated by the log. 

Thus, the different sets of well log data used in statistical and 

physical model prediction (Table 2) are:  

 

Table 2: Sets of Well log data: 

 
Combina-

tion 
Number 

 

Statistical Model Physical Model 

Set 1 DTP RHOB GR* GR* PEF NPHI Vsh 

Set 2 DTP* RHOB NPHI GR PEF DTP* Vsh 

Set 3 DTP RHOB NPHI* GR PEF NPHI* Vsh 

Set 4 DTP RHOB* NPHI GR PEF RHOB* Vsh 

Set 5 DTP* NPHI GR DTP* PEF RHOB Vsh 

Set 6 DTP NPHI GR* GR* PEF RHOB Vsh 

Set 7 DTP NPHI* GR NPHI* PEF RHOB Vsh 

 

The * marked logs are the logs which are double dipped for 

both statistical and physical model prediction. 

  

Using the combinations shown for the physical model a 

system of linear equations is created of the form AX=B, where 

A is the matrix of log responses for minerals (Table 3)., X is 

the vector of unknown volumes at a given depth point and B is 

vector of true response at that depth point. 

 

Table 3: Mineral Response to various logs: 
 Calcite Quartz Clay Water 

  Pef 5.08 1.81 2.6 0.36 

  GR 11 1 160 9.6 

  NPHI 0 -0.05 0.4 0.9529 

  Vsh 0.015 0.01 0.7 0 

  DTP 

 
49 

 

56 85.34 189 

RHOB 
    

 

2.71 2.65 2.52 1.049 

 

The system of linear equation along with the constraints forms 

a Lagrangian equation of the form   𝐴𝑋 − 𝐵 − 𝜆𝐺(𝑥) = 0… 

(9) where G(x) includes all the constraints.  PEFVVV

NPHIVVV

RHOBVVV

VVVV

VVV

wClayClayCalCalQzQz

wClayClayCalCalQzQz

wClayClayCalCalQzQz

shwClayClayCalCalQzQz

ClayCalQz



















 1              
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Equation for optimization is: 

… (10) 

The Lagrangian is solved using convex optimization tool 

(Boyd & Vandenberghe, 2010) which implies interior point 

polynomial method for convex programming (Nemirovski, 

2004). 

The volumes obtained added up to complete our physical 

model and weare used to calculate Poisson’s ratio by applying 

bound methods for obtaining elastic modulii of the Effective 

Medium Models (). In this work, the bulk and shear modulii 

were calculated using Hill average of Voigt and Reuss bound 

(equation 11, 12 & 13 respectively). 

Voigt bound for bulk and shear modulus is given by: 

Ќ𝑣𝑜𝑖𝑔𝑡=𝑉𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑒𝐾𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑒+𝑉𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑧𝐾𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑧+𝑉𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑦𝐾𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑦+𝑉𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐾w𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟  

 

Ḡ𝑣𝑜𝑖𝑔𝑡=𝑉𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑒𝐺𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑒+𝑉𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑧𝐺𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑧+𝑉𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑦𝐺𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑦+𝑉𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐺𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟  

 … (11). 

The Reuss bound for bulk and shear modulus is given by: 

Ќreuss
-1=VcalciteKcalcite

-1+VquartzKquartz
-1+VclayKclay

-1+VwaterKwater
-1  

Ḡreuss
-1=VcalciteGcalcite

-1+VquartzGquartz
-1+VclayGclay

-1+VwaterGwater
-1 

… (12). 

The Voight Reuss Hill (VRH) Average for effective elastic 

modulus is given by: Ќvrh=(Ќvoigt+Ќreuss)/2 

Gvrh=(Gvoigt+Greuss)/2 … (13).  

 

Poisson’s Ratio is then calculated using: 

 

 (3Ќ-2G)/2(3Ќ+2G) … (14).  

 

The statistical and physical method were then compared using 

the the average percentage error between Poisson’s ratios 

calculated by Predicted DTS (PRANN, PRGBR) and VRH 

method (PRvhr) for different combinations of logs (Table 2) 

were computed. However, to check the accuracy of the 

physical model and its sensitivity over the well log data sets 

(Table 2) lithofacies are generated from mineral volumes 

(physical model) which are compared to the electrofaice 

generated using the logs which are in high correlation to the 

calculated porosity (PHIE) log. While generating 

electrofaices, the predicted DTS log was also included for all 

the combination sets to provide another test for the accuracy 

of statistical and physical model. To generate lithofacies we 

cluster the volumes obtained by solving the Lagrangian. As 

the volumes lie between 0 and 1 we directly use 

Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering (figure 6) Algorithm 

(AGNES) introduced by (Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 2005) to 

generate lithofacies. The three lithofacies obtained are 

represented numerically by ‘1’, ‘2’ and ‘3’ as also suggested 

by the geological background of the area. The concept of 

electrofacies was introduced by (Serra & Abbott, 1982), where 

electrofacies are defined as “a set of log responses describing 

the rock.” (Lim et al, 1997) described a method for 

multivariate statistical analysis of well log data to form 

electrofacies. Using the basics of the method electrofacies are 

generated using AGNES. 

 

  
Figure 6:  Hierarchical Clustering. 

 

Prior to clustering the logs, a correlation test with PHIE is 

carried out suggesting the logs to be used in clustering (figure 

7 gives an example for logs used in set 1). 

  

 
Figure 7: Correlation Coefficients of various logs with PHIE 

log. 
 

It can be observed that NPHI and RHOB have the maximum 

correlation with PHIE logs and hence they are used without 

standardizing in our clustering algorithm to give them higher 

weights than other logs (Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 2005). The 

predicted DTS and RT log also have considerable correlation 

coefficients but as their absolute values are higher (in tens or 

hundreds) as compared to the absolute values of RHOB and 

NPHI (in units or tens) they are standardized before being 

included in clustering. The need to standardize can also be 

understand by observing the fact that the difference in values 

of final dissimilarity observed when logs are standardized and 

when they are unstandardized is quite large as depicted in 

figure 8.  

 

 

 

 

 

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚   𝐴𝑋 − 𝐵   𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑜  𝑉

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑠

= 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 0 < 𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑠   
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Figure 8: Banner plot for set 1 (as example) showing the 

dissimilarity of clustering unstandardized logs is 21.1 and for 

standardized logs is 6.35. 

 

Conclusion and Results 

The statistical model developed for various combinations is 

quantified by Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) for 

the validation data set. MAPE calculated for both the 

algorithms predicting DTS log shows that ANN works better 

in predicting DTS log as compared to Gradient Boosting 

Regressor algorithm. As already mentioned, the accuracy of 

the statistical model with respect to the physical model is 

tested by computing the average percentage difference in the 

Poisson’s Ratio calculated using the Physical model and the 

Statistical Model. Also, the sensitivity of the models with the 

log data set is reported using the number of mismatch obtained 

in the data points classified using the Well logs (electrofacies) 

and using the mineral volumes (lithofacies) out of 28 data 

points. Table 4 shows the MAPE error, the average percentage 

difference in the Poisson’s Ratio the number of mismatch in 

the data points and the predominant mineralogy of the 

physical model which is suggested by average percentages of 

various minerals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4: Summary for different Sets of Well log data. 
Set 
No. 

MAPE 
ANN 

MAPE 
GBR 

Avg. 
Diff. 
in PR 
ANN. 

Avg. 
 Diff. 
in PR 
GBR. 

Miss- 
Match 
Num. 
Of  
Data  
Points 

Avg. 
Minera-
logy for 
the 
physical 
model. 

Set 1 3.26% 5.138% 1.676% 6.445% 2 60.74% 
calcite 
30.02% 
clay 
9.24% 
water 

Set 2 3.376% 4.688% 5.39% 7.767% 17 53.75% 
calcite 
30.08% 
clay 
16.17% 
water 

Set 3 3.376% 4.688% 4.266% 6.811% 2 60.74% 
calcite 
30.02% 
clay 
9.24% 
water 

Set 4 3.376% 4.688% 2.76% 6.169% 22 70.08% 
calcite 
29.92% 
clay 

Set 5 3.293% 4.853% 149.1% 148.3% 13 76.02% 
calcite 
23.98% 
water 

Set 6 3.293% 4.853% 4.57% 6.596% 23 70.08% 
calcite 
29.92% 
clay 

Set 7 3.293% 4.853% 127.6% 127.5% 13 78.16% 
calcite 
21.84% 
water 

 

Based on the Summary of results shown in Table 4 it can be 

inferred that the Statistical model developed using Artificial 

Neural Network technique is more accurate that that 

developed using Gradient Boosting Regressor Technique. It 

can also be inferred that Physical models developed using well 

logs in Set 5 and Set 7 are highly un-reliable as there is a high 

difference between Poisson’s Ratio predicted using statistical 

model and Physical model. Set 2, 4 and 6 have a good match 

of Poisson’s Ratio predicted using both Physical and 

Statistical model however they fail the sensitivity test as there 

is high number of mismatch in lithology predicted by using 

statistical and physical model. Set 1 and 3 give a considerable 

match of the Poisson’s Ratio and also give a very good result 

of the sensitivity test as there is only a mismatch of 2 data 

points between the facies predicted by Physical and Statistical 

model. The better of two is Set 1 as it gives a lower MAPE 
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value than that of Set 3, also the percentage error in the 

Poisson’s ratio predicted using Statistical and Physical method 

is less for Set 1 than Set 3. Thus, it could be concluded that 

Set 1 has the optimum combinations of well log data to 

develop the Statistical and Physical model. The second-best 

combination is that of the well logs in Set 3. As in Set 1low 

resolution GR log (figure 4) is double dipped it can be said 

that the statistical model is independent of the resolution of 

GR log.  

 

Figure 9 shows the comparison of Poisson’s Ratio predicted 

using Statistical Model (ANN) and using Physical model 

(Voigt Hill Reuss) method for Set 1, and Set 3, it could be 

observed that the Physical model for both the sets are same as 

same well logs have been used to build the Physical model. 

Figure 10 shows the comparison of lithofacies and 

electrofacies predicted for Set 1 and Set 3. Also, NPHI log is 

plotted against the predicted Lithology to give the verification 

of the physical model. As per the NPHI log plot it could be 

said that the lighter versions of blue color (used to represent 

different lithology) consists higher amount of Clay component 

in them as the NPHI value is large for the lighter shades of 

blue. 

 

 
Figure 9: Poisson’s Ratio (PR) predicted using ANN in set 1, 

set 3and using Physical Model (VHR). 

 

       
a              b       c            
Figure 10: (a) Lithofacies from Physical Model, (b) 

Electrofacies from Set_1 and (c)Electrofaices from Set_3 
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